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• Sent: 	 Monday. June 14, 2004 9:19 AM 
From 	$6 aMMINNWU MNC-I C3Effects JA 

To: 	 lorboloommemooloodlie 
auhlsct: 	 RE: Request for Assistance 

Thanks for the assistance with the statements. I unfortunately have 
a follow up becuase we did not draft the questions with enough 
specificity an you noted) The following soldiers. 	 SPC 
1610111 SOT Medglik P1C1010111, and 8 	All said that 
sometimes removed detainees from the bold ng facility for brie" plinre 
of time (S  minutes to one hour) for 'stioning. What we need to know 
is: Was the questioning done at ation, such as the 
interrogation tent or did they t 	the tains*s back to their 

. Ifyou could ask this follow up, and let 
me kmmowhat they said via e-eail, that would be sufficient. 

We also need to get sworn statements fpr LTC 	T. CPT dresieraiii ummummiliand 2741100. We can scan and send you the 
statements, that we did based on a summary of a recording of the 
interviews 110 Formica conducted; you can print them, have each person 
read his, each person can make changes, such as deleting portions or 
adding information (handwritten is okay) and than they can swear and 
sign; you can send electronic versions to ns and Nail the original back 
to us. Will this process work? 
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From: 
Sent: 	

St. etrellIdusarmy.smilinii 
, June 17, 2004 3:33 AM 

To: 	 111011111111111110114/.1 MI4C-IC3Effects JCA 
Subject: 	 E-rnati responses fcs follovoup question 

1111111e,  
Here are the results of the follow-on questions you asked for. 

sc. PITIMMOMP"They were taken to the larger detention cell in the back' ,  
S6 SPC 	'They were always taken to the large detention cell" 
14. SPC 	'I always saw them taken to the large detention cell" 
44. SP4III I Niost of the the tire, I saw them take them to the 

interpreters tent, but &onetime. to the large detention cell' 

t4 mama is not available as he has been sent to Kuwait for port 
detail. 	 • 

14. SPC 	is not available as he is on en. 

• added SPC Immulbecame he did answer question seven in the positive. 

I au getting 

• 

the other statements together and / think by Saturday we 
will be able Co past them to the server. I'll let you know when I an 
finished and ready to do this. 
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